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The complex technology environment of the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) requires not only that 
ITACS provide all technological support and services for administration, instruction and research at the 
university, but also that ITACS continuously assess its performance, investigate new technologies and 
implement improved methods of providing service to the institution. Despite unfilled staff vacancies and 
resource restrictions, in FY07 ITACS “operated, assessed, investigated, and implemented” by 
challenging its best asset — the Information Technology and Communications Services’ (ITACS) staff 
— not only to expand the portfolio of its services that enable and enhance the educational and research 
mission of the institution, but also to complete major projects.  
 
The staff of ITACS responded to the challenge.  
 
In addition to continuing to provide the high reliability of operations required by NPS, a major milestone 
reached by ITACS in FY07 was the completion of the migration of network devices, servers, 
workstations, applications, user accounts and data from the military unclassified network to the 
Education and Research Network (ERN). This initiative was a triple-phase project that took over three 
years to plan and to implement, and involved every aspect of ITACS. The migration to the ERN 
provides connectivity to the Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in California (CENIC), 
which allows faculty and researchers increased opportunities to collaborate with peer institutions and 
partners.   
 
Campus-wide implementation of a standardized wireless system was completed in FY07. The new 
system provides coverage to nearly 100% of the campus and an upgrade in the hardware and software 
required for a secure wireless solution, a significant advance from the non-standardized “pilot” wireless 
capability of 2003 that covered about 60% of the university property.  
 
Elluminate, a collaborative tool that not only enhances the learning experience for distributed learning 
students by supporting VTC capability to the desktop, but also allows meetings to be conducted without 
incurring travel, was implemented in collaboration with the Office of Continuous Learning, and is being 
used frequently by faculty, students and the administration. 
 
Through the IMET program, which provided funds for software, training and web content development, 
the Web Content Management (WCM) system moved closer to expanding from a successful pilot 
project with the Dudley Knox Library to enterprise-wide implementation. Further development and 
iterative implementation of the WCM system is expected to continue in FY08.  
 
SharePoint, another successful pilot program that was established jointly with the Research Office, 
moved closer to campus-wide implementation in FY07 when the Office of Academic Affairs partially 
funded hardware and software purchases that allowed deployment of SharePoint on several sites. 
Despite delays due to budget cuts in FY07, implementation of SharePoint sites will continue in FY08. 
 
Several Information Assurance requirements, including the Certification and Accreditation (C&A) of the 
military unclassified network, the ERN unclassified network, and the two SIPRNet networks, either 
began or were completed in FY07.  In addition, the C&A of four of the NPS business systems was also 
initiated in late FY07. Two network assessments were also conducted on the NPS unclassified networks. 
During an   inspection by NETWARCOM in February 2007, no malicious code was found on the NPS 
networks. 
 
In FY07, the New Technology and Innovation Center evaluated video phones, identity management 
appliances, new Learning Management systems, email attachment storage solutions, workstation 
alternatives, a large file transport appliance, UPortal/open source portal software, video over IP 
infrastructure solutions, an academic application portal which would allow distributed learning students 
to access and to use educational programs/specific software from any PC connected to the Internet, 
campus-wide tablet PC implementation, Apple streaming media, and a Jabber-based text/voice video 
chat server for NPS.  
 
Outreach efforts not only included continuing discussions with established partners in the Department of 
Defense (DoD), on campus, among peer institutions, local government, and industries, but also included 
discussions and/or collaborations with the DoD High-Performance Computing Modernization Office, 
Fakespace, BlueArc, Jeskell, Data Direct Networks, Dell, and SGI. 
 
Despite the completion of major projects in FY07, continued unfilled vacancies in labor, and budget 
cuts, as ITACS looks forward, FY08 is certain to be another highly-productive year. Funds for the 
upgrade of network electronics, a multiyear project that will begin in FY08 and provide the Next 
Generation Network for the Naval Postgraduate School, were awarded in FY07. The installation of the 
Next Generation Network will enable the academic and research community to capitalize on CENIC 
membership with expanded opportunities in networking, virtualization, design and predictive 
applications across all disciplines. In addition, the contract to upgrade the network fiber was awarded 
and is expected to be completed in FY08. 
 
ABOUT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (ITACS)  
 
The ITACS department reports to Dr. Christine Cermak, Executive Director of Information Resources, and 
Chief Information Officer of the Naval Postgraduate School. The NPS Strategic Plan, A New Vision to the 
Future, and the IT Strategic Plan, The Information Revolution: Planning for Institutional Change, provided 
the general framework for operational planning in FY07. The Information Technology Task Force (ITTF), 
comprised of representatives from every major academic area as well as a number of administrative 
departments, continued to be the vehicle for policy guidance and the establishment of priorities. 
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The mission of ITACS is to provide technology and communications support for the NPS core mission of 
teaching, research, and service to the Navy and Department of Defense, and to provide voice, video, and data 
infrastructure as mission-crucial enablers of innovation and experimentation within the educational 
enterprise. 
 
The department now encompasses two major areas: Operations and Technology Services, which fall under 
the supervision of the Chief Technology Officer and the Director of Technology Services, respectively.  
 
OPERATIONS 
¾ Academic and Client Services (ACS):  Classified Systems; High-Performance Computing; 
Instructional Technology;  Learning Resource Centers; Classroom and Laboratory support; 
New Technology and Innovation Center; PC Shop; Streaming Media  
¾ IT Administration: Asset Management; Contract Administration; Financial Management; 
Human Resources; Policies and Plans 
¾ IT Infrastructure: Physical Plant, including construction/remodeling projects across campus 
¾ Mainframe Operations: Two IBM mainframe systems, tape and disk subsystems; Operating 
system (VM, MVS); User Programming support 
¾ Network Operations Center: Network - Firewall, VPN services and Wireless intrusion 
detection; Server Management – Active Directory services, Domain Name Service (DNS), 
email, spam filtering, Blackberry services, Citrix, file/storage services and backup systems; 
Telephones – Cell phones, billing and installation 
¾ Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in California (CENIC) 
¾ Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense Net (MP DoD-Net)  
 
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
¾ Business Solutions Group (BSG): Web Services; Blackboard; Administrative Applications 
(DORS, ETAC, PYTHON, DMAS, MIIS); Web Content Management System; Application 
Development 
¾ Information Assurance:  Incident response; Information Assurance Vulnerability 
Management program; Certification and Accreditation; network assessment; access controls; 
layered defense; policy development and PKI implementation 
¾ Network Security Group: Intrusion Detection; Network Monitoring 
¾ Technology Assistance Center (TAC): Phone, email, web submission,  and walk-in computer 
trouble resolution; assistance with applications; virus protection and detection; first stop for 
new requirements and requests; on-site trouble resolution; Windows Server Update Services 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DATA  
 
¾ Accounts: 5,511 
¾ Active Phone Lines: 500 digital; 100 VoIP; 2,400 analog 
¾ Audio-Conferencing Ports: 24 
¾ Backup Data: 66 terabytes (100,000 CDs) 
¾ E-Mail Stored: 820 gigabytes 
¾ External E-Mail Received: 30 million per year 
¾ Forty-Eight Point Multipoint Control Unit (MCU)/Video Bridge: 1 
¾ Internet Traffic: 220 gigabytes per day 
¾ ISDN Video-Conferencing Circuits: 165 
¾ Mainframe Data: 130 terabytes 
¾ Multimedia Presentation Systems: 100+ 
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¾ Network Attached Systems: 5,425 
¾ Networks: 7 
¾ Software Applications: 800 
¾ Technology Assistance Center LANDesk Remote sessions 1 Oct 06 thru 30 Sep 07:   
o Number of Sessions:  7,805;   
o Number of Hours:  970 
¾ Technology Assistance Center LANDesk Statistics 
o Information Assurance Vulnerability Alert (IAVA) = 41 
o Information Assurance Vulnerability Bulletin (IAVB) = 19 
o Information Assurance Vulnerability Technical Advisory (IAVT) = 14 
o Total = 74 
o NPS IT Security Incidents. 
 4 Personally Identifiable Information incidents 
 6 virus infections (Externally detected) 
 2 Server outages  
 2 Probes or scans 
 1 FOUO content posting  
 1 inappropriate posting 
 1 SIPRNet incident 
 1 Classified Spillage 
Total: 18………. 
o Patches Installed as a result of above: 
 IAVA = 28,201 
 IAVB = 14,093 
 IAVT = 11,786 
 TOTAL = 54,080 
¾ Technology Assistance Center:  received  33,179 requests for assistance;   27, 207 were 
resolved by the Technology Assistance Center Personnel; other areas of ITACS helped the 
remaining 5,972 customers 
¾ Technology Assistance Center: completed   82% of all cases in Remedy in FY07, an increase 
of  7% from  FY06 
¾ User Data: 47 terabytes 
¾ Video-Conferencing Facilities: 2 
¾ Video Tele-Education Systems: 6 
¾ Web Services: 
Extranet: Successful requests: 53,715,232 per day 
Intranet:  Successful requests: 81,866,976 per day 
¾ Number of Remedy cases: From October 1, 2006 to September 30, 2007 
 Urgent – 786    Decrease of 38% from FY06   
 Medium –   22,716  Increase of 11% over FY06      
 Low – 4,224    Decrease of 1% from FY06 
 Total =   33,179  Increase of 31% over FY06     
¾ Remedy Cases by Major Categories 
 Information Assurance –  1,975  Decrease of 38% from FY06 
 Connectivity – 1,507     Increase of 1.68% over FY06 
 Hardware –   1,554      Decrease of 14% from FY06  
 IT Services –   14,415      Increase of 39% over FY06  
 Networking –   3,943                   Decrease of 9% from FY06    
 High –   5,453       Decrease of 23% from FY06  
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 Printing -  1,083      Increase of 33% over FY06  
 Software –  4,767      Increase of 2% over FY06  
 Web support –  2,262      Decrease of 31% from FY06  
   
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
¾ Intranet 
– GiGE Backbone [10 GiGE planned] 
– 10/100/1000 to the desktop 
¾ 5,425+ connections 
¾ 8,000+ Academic application users (resident and DL) 
¾ Internet connections 
– DREN DS3 (45Mbps) (.mil domain) 
– CENIC HPR and DC 1GigE (1,000Mbps) (.edu domain) 
– CSUMB OC12 (655Mbps) (redundant DC connection) 
¾ Wired and wireless 
– GiGE backbone to all academic buildings 
– GiGE connection to Fleet, NWS, DMDC, DLI 
– 95% wireless coverage to quad 
¾ Internet status 
¾ VPN access to intranet 
 
The five categories of recommendations identified in the IT Strategic Plan — Academic Applications and 
Services, Administrative Applications and Services, IT Management and Resources, Network Infrastructure, 
and Communications, Partnerships and Outreach — comprise the main body of this report.  
 
ACADEMIC APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING (HPC) CENTER  
Through a proposal submitted through the equipment reutilization program of the DoD High-Performance 
Computing and Modernization Program, NPS was awarded an IBM p690 Power4+ SuperComputer, which has 
128 processors, 128 GB memory, a 6 TB disk system, and an estimated market value of two million dollars. The 
system runs at a theoretical maximum speed of 870 GFlops (870 billion floating point operations per second) 
making the machine the fastest and most powerful high-performance system at NPS.   
 
Located in Ingersoll Hall, King Lear, an IBM p690 SuperComputer that has a fresh AIX operating system 
installed and up-to-date compilers, was attached to the high-performance research (HPR) network. Lear will be 
used as a testing ground for the larger IBM p690 in the HPCC that NPS received from the Army Research Lab.  
 
Oceanography expanded their cluster by adding another 8-processor node, for a total of 40 processors. 
Mathematics added a smaller cluster and a new four node Apple cluster with dual Intel quad core chips which will 
be used for atmospheric modeling. 
 
NPS was awarded 30,000 service units on Teragrid (www.teragird.org). Accounts can be created through that 
consortium if NPS needs thousands of CPUs. 
 
The HPC Center, which now houses seven computer clusters and roughly 700 processors, is supporting 
researchers from various departments and institutes including MOVES, ECE, Mathematics, Oceanography, MAE, 
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Physics, Information Science, and Meteorology. The Center is planning on at least doubling its computing 
capacity in FY08.  
 
Additional accomplishments of High-Performance Computing in FY07:  
• Conducted classes for users of HPC resources 
• Developed HPR “functional areas” and delegated responsibilities for each 
• Powered up IBM SuperComputer “Shelton” and installed software 
• Updated HPC website and brought online 
• Red Hat site-license management 
• UNIX, LINUX, MacOS support as well as OS maintenance and applications 
   
SYNCHRONOUS COLLABORATION SYSTEMS: ELLUMINATE  
The New Technology and Innovation Center (NTIC), in partnership with the Office of Continuous Learning 
(OCL) began evaluating Synchronous Collaboration Systems in fall 2006 with a goal of making a formal 
recommendation to campus leadership for adoption as the primary tool for distributed learning (DL) 
programs at NPS. 
 
Synchronous Collaboration Systems are web-based systems that provide two-way audio, Video over IP 
(VoIP); PowerPoint and/or Keynote presentation; web browser; desktop sharing; application sharing; audio 
and/or video streaming polling, testing and/or survey tool; whiteboard; session recording and/or archiving 
capabilities. 
 
Although the current Breeze pilot was received favorably by faculty, support and functionality issues, cost 
and scalability concerns, licensing models, video problems, and the lack of clarity from Adobe in regards to 
the future of Breeze fostered evaluation of other systems.  
 
NTIC spent four months evaluating available web-based collaboration systems and measuring criteria such 
as functionality, usability, accessibility, scalability, and cost. The system recommended was Elluminate, 
which excels in low bandwidth environments (12kbs), uses Learning Management Systems integration, is 
Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) compliant, has a web scheduling interface and compression rates of 1 
hour sessions – 5 – 10 MB, podcasting features, evaluation forms, an enterprise licensing option, allows for 
unlimited users, has module servers (so that if one goes down, the other picks up), and uses Java virtual 
machine — all at a total cost of $105,000, which is less than half its nearest competitor. Additional 
advantages of using the Elluminate system are that the UC campuses use it, and through the Monterey 
Peninsula Department of Defense Net and the I-Net, NPS can host solutions for other institutions such as the 
Monterey Institute of International Studies, the Defense Language Institute, Fleet Numerical Meteorology 
and Oceanography Center, and the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. 
 
The system was demonstrated to the IT Task Force in February, which endorsed the proposal. In March, NPS 
began the process of procuring an unlimited site license for Elluminate as well as the requisite server 
hardware.  A task force consisting of representatives from OCL, ITACS and NPS faculty was formed to 
guide the implementation. The system went live on July 5, 2007. NTIC/ITACS is the technical lead, and 
OCL is the functional lead, working in tandem to resolve issues with Elluminate and to train its users. Since 
Elluminate’s inception, 350 events have been conducted; 500 personnel have been trained; logons have 
totaled 11,000, and students at NMCI, Air Force and Army commands have all connected successfully. 
Twenty classes are expected to be using the system by the beginning quarter of FY08.  
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Additional accomplishments of Academic Applications and Services include:  
• Provided SECRET-level computer and network connectivity and services for 282 faculty/staff, 397 
students and 67 contractors and reservists via the DoD Secure Routing Network (SIPRNet), a 
classified network, which includes 56 Windows servers, 73 PCs, 3 printers, 1 router, 1 CSU/DSU, 1 
Big Iron 800 fiber and copper switch, 3 encryption devices, and 25 software applications 
• Ongoing support for over 500 machines located in 12 Learning Resource Centers and labs 
• Video streaming of all graduations and special events, courses, and/or conferences, as requested 
• Evaluation of stand alone voice-over IP and video-over IP communications systems 
• Center for Executive Education (CEE) Tablet PC computing initiative, 40 tablet PCs replaced 
printing and copying efforts, saving  CEE $250,000 over three years; project highlighted in an article  
titled “Tapping the Perfect Tablet” by Jim Moore in the August issue of Federal Computing Weekly 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS GROUP (BSG) AND WEB OPERATIONS 
The Business Solutions Group (BSG) contributed significantly to the final phase of the migration to the 
“.edu” network.  BSG moved to the ERN: the intranet web site, the Python web application and database, 
SharePoint, the Remedy Help Desk system, LANDesk, DMAS, two database servers, several development 
servers, etc. The migration of Python not only included making modifications to portions of the application 
so that it would work on the ERN domain, but also included upgrading approximately 170 Crystal Reports to 
the latest version and setting up those reports in a new system (Business Objects Enterprise) so that BSG can 
manage them.  
 
Additional accomplishments of the Business Solutions Group and Web Operations for FY07: 
• Added a new page that provides details of phishing to the ITACS 'Hot Topics' drop-down box on 
the intranet page 
• Assisted with the setup of Hive (a Learning Object Repository) 
• Assisted the Registrar with the production of the web versions of the Academic Policy Manual and 
the Academic Catalog. 
• Assisted with the installation and configuration of the Elluminate software 
• Assisted with the installation, configuration and administration of a Windows Server Update 
Services (WSUS) server for providing a "pull" capability for critical Microsoft updates/patches to 
client computers 
• Created a web page for the Elluminate system 
• Created flash videos that are being used in production, e.g., the Academic Catalog site 
• Created Crystal Reports and added them to web applications for more professional reports 
• Designed the new Navy Ball website 
• Expanded the software download application and added more software available for downloads 
• Improved the web-based training application to handle monthly training that previously only 
handled annual training and improved tracking capabilities. Added more training modules, 
including General Military Training (GMT), which is required for all US Navy personnel. 
• Improved batch process for using data from Python to create Blackboard accounts for students and 
instructors and for creating Blackboard courses and enrolling students 
• Installed new SQL Server 2005 cluster as part of the Enterprise SharePoint 
• Migrated websites from .mil to .edu, created new web sites on the .edu, and maintained existing 
sites - included sites for the Naval War College, the International Defense Acquisition Resource 
Management, the Comptroller, and the School of International Graduate Studies 
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• Rewrote the student book exchange web application 
• Set up a “wiki” pilot and established 10 wiki sites 
• Upgraded LANDesk 
• Upgraded Remedy backend (AR Server, Email Engine, AR Mid-Tier) 
• Worked with the Information Assurance Manager to implement Online Certificate Status Protocol 
(OCSP), in order to provide the capability of CAC-enabled web applications 
 
COPIER CONTRACT   
Xerox was awarded the 5-year copier contract at NPS, and replaced the 79 current copiers on campus with 
multi-function devices. The new machines copy to files, email, print, etc., and copy at a rate of 38 pages per 
minute, as opposed to former machines’ rate of 16-20 pages per minute. Included in the contract is an on-site 
technical person; all toner is supplied by Xerox.  
 
A 40-day plan was developed for installation of all 79 machines and training of NPS personnel. Coordination 
with and support from the Technology Assistance Center (TAC), Network Operations Center (NOC), and the 
Telephone Office was necessary for 25 of the devices. After installation in every building, Xerox conducted 
a formal training for users of the machines.  
 
Completion of the installation of all 79 of the multi-function devices occurred in December. Coordination 
began at that time with the Network Operations Center to get the networking and fax capabilities operational 
on each machine. 
  
A Xerox DocuColor 250 printer was installed in Room 130 of Herrmann Hall, in the Office of Institutional 
Advancement, and is available for small-scale, in-house printing jobs of 2,500 or less. The printer produces 




ITACS created opportunities for existing staff members to broaden their skills through special projects 
and/or to distribute their time between departments to help them learn about different aspects of IT. Efforts 
were successful: several members of TAC developed skills in server management, academic laboratories, 
and web operations.     
 
ITACS also increased its traditional cross-training efforts within departments, creating additional depth in 
skill sets for staff. Whenever possible, 2-3 personnel were provided training in a specific area to ensure 
adequate depth in learning a particular skill set. This effort will continue as a tenet of the ITACS department.  
 
INFORMATION ASSURANCE 
DoD and Navy policies require that networks and systems be certified and accredited every 3 years.  
Additionally, the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) requires that security controls be 
reviewed and reported annually. Several information assurance requirements were either initiated in FY07 or 
completed. The following provides a summary of those accomplishments. 
 
NPS completed two Computer Network Defense (CND) assessments this year.  One was conducted by a 
local cyber-security firm to evaluate the overall CND posture at NPS. The second effort was conducted by 
the Naval Cyber Defense Operations Center and was more specifically focused on assessing the overall 
Information Assurance/CND posture at NPS as it relates to the Department of Defense Global Information 
Grid (DoD GIG). Several actions were identified in each assessment and NPS identified resources and 
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timelines toward the elimination or mitigations for the action. Overall, the Information Assurance/CND 
posture of our network was determined to be good.  No malicious code or anomalous activity was found, and 
systems and processes align with best practices.  
 
The annual review of the DoD Information Assurance Controls established by DoD 8500.2 and the 
Minimum Security Checklist required by the DoD 8510.1 were completed for several of the business 
applications (Python, ETAC and Departmental Online Reporting System (DORS) and the SIPRNet networks 
in the Systems Technology Battle Laboratory and the Library. 
 
Funding ($137K) was provided in FY07 to conduct the Certification and Accreditation of the military and 
Education Research Network (ERN) unclassified networks. In addition to the funding for external assistance, 
ITACS devoted man-hours toward configuration changes, policy changes and efforts to either remediate or 
mitigate problems identified throughout the effort. The Certification and Accreditation process is expected to 
be completed by December 2007.   
 
The Information Assurance Vulnerability Management capability was enhanced during FY07. The program 
ensures that systems are patched and vulnerabilities are managed.  TAC and the Network Security Group 
(NSG) worked as a team to implement this program. Patching was done within the TAC and NSG conducted 
vulnerability scans to confirm that patches were applied successfully.  
 
In FY07, the TAC implemented Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) to augment the patch 
management system. The existing enterprise system used to "push" patches was the LANDesk system, which 
was capable of pushing patches to all operating systems on our network. LANDesk and the Retina 
vulnerability assessment tool installed by NSG enabled NPS to closely manage network systems for 
compliance with critical system and security patches. This WSUS server augments our current patching 
capability by adding the "pull" aspect of patching. Each ERN Windows system that logs onto the ERN 
domain can now be configured to poll the WSUS server at a scheduled time to check for updates, which 
improves control. The system will conduct patching during off-hours and the patches are set to control the 
automatic reboot feature, which protects clients from unexpected reboots and loss of data.   
 
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE CENTER 
The Technology Assistance Center (TAC) contributed significantly to the final phase of the migration to the 
“.edu” network.  TAC personnel visited clients to prepare them for the change to the “.edu” network, altered 
configurations, upgraded systems, and assisted end-users in troubleshooting any problems they may have had 
with their machines. 
 
WEB ADVISORY COMMITTEE  
Representatives from each of the Schools joined ITACS personnel and other campus constituents in serving 
on the Web Advisory Committee, which was established to develop plans to implement the Web 
Management System throughout nps.edu sites. The Web Advisory Committee is chaired by Dr. Fran Horvath 
and held its first meeting on March 22, 2007, and discussed its project, roles and responsibilities. This 
initiative was made possible by the contributions of the deans, who requested IMET funds for web 
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IT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES 
 






Network Support Group $11,627 
Python Support $380,000 
Telephone/Communications (TN account) $651,002 
Academic Repair (1L account) $53,116 
Academic Maintenance (1M Account) $268,250 
Indirect (non-labor) $119,657 
Indirect Python Support $27,499 
Reimbursable:  
    DMDC (non-labor) $234,211 
    NPS Public Works $5,489 
    NRL (DoD Net Maintenace) $5,688 
    Defense Security Agency $1,482 
    TRAC $21,146 
    DLI $36,926 
    Naval Health Research Center $13,640.74 
IMET:  
    Fiber Installation Project $318,500 
    Lab Life Cycle Maintenance $31,620 
Congressional Plus Up  
    Network Upgrade $1,700,000 
    Fiber Optic Cable Project $89,000 
    Certification and Accreditation $137,085 
    Network improvements $65,615 
Labor  
    Direct Staff $4,848,678 
    Faculty (includes IA faculty) $777,916 
    Indirect labor $525,272 
    Python Support $20,936 
    CHDSL/HSDL Reimbursable $113,669 
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The following chart shows how OPTAR funds were utilized: 
 



















IMET FUNDING REQUEST 
ITACS requested $450,000 in FY08 IMET funds to continue the expansion of streaming media capabilities 
in all NPS classrooms and the development of the NPS web re-design project, which uses the web content 
management system.   
 
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
The ITACS administrative staff absorbed the responsibilities of financial management for the Office of 
Institutional Advancement (IA), after an internal reorganization at NPS moved the section from the Office of 
Academic Affairs to Information Resources in January 2007.  
 
HELPING WITH NPS BUDGET SHORTFALL 
ITACS held six positions vacant in FY07 in order to assist with the budget exigency stated at the beginning 
of the year, which amounted to a savings of approximately $672,000.  In anticipation of continuing budget 
shortfalls, ITACS offered VSIP-VERA, which was accepted by 5 employees and, although it will 
significantly affect the remaining workforce and its ability to accomplish all that is required, ITACS will 
keep 8 positions vacant in FY08, which will result in a savings of $817,000.  It is anticipated that ITACS will 
fully staff all its approved and authorized billets in FY09. 
 
END-OF-YEAR FUNDING 
At the end of FY07, ITACS facilitated the expenditure of an additional $580,000 — not part of the ITACS 
budget — which was used for application certification and accreditation, privacy act assessment, and lab and 
classroom upgrades, expenditures necessary to provide IT-related resources and capabilities in other 
functional areas.  These types of procurements cannot be accomplished with ITACS mission dollars and are 
only possible via alternate funding methods. Not only did the business applications require certification and 
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accreditation to meet mandatory compliance for the Department of Navy, but also an external assessment 
was warranted to ensure that the command is implementing adequate safeguards and following appropriate 
procedures for the handling of Privacy Act material. Finally, NPS leadership provided a prioritized list for an 
IT refresh of selected classrooms and labs that will enhance instruction and research. As a whole, the 
institution benefits from these efforts. 
 
POM 08 
ITACS has requested and has been denied increased funding through the POM process for over ten years — 
until the POM08 request was approved.  The previous denials were due largely to a Navy enterprise initiative 
which states that all IT funds be directed in support of NMCI.  The Navy sponsor of NPS recognized that the 
School requires life cycle replacement of its major IT equipment and network capabilities and awarded a $1 
million plus-up beginning in FY08. Due to budget constraints, however, it is uncertain how much, if any, of 




THE CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION NETWORK INITIATIVES IN CALIFORNIA (CENIC) 
CENIC has established and operates the California Research and Education Network, CalREN.  CalREN 
consists of the Digital California (DC) network, which provides commodity Internet services to all 
University of California, California State University campuses, CA community colleges, County Offices of 
Education, and K-12 schools within the state; the High-Performance Research (HPR) network serves both 
public and private research institutions such as the UC campuses, Cal Tech, Stanford, University of Southern 
California and NPS; and an experimentation and development (XD) network supports development and 
testing of applications and protocols capable of speeds well beyond 10 Gigabits per second on links 
established for specific experiments between two or more participants. NPS’ initial connection to the 
CalREN DC network was via the city of Monterey’s Institutional Network (I-Net) fiber through California 
State University-Monterey Bay (CSUMB) on a 1 Gig circuit shared with the city’s I-Net users and CSUMB. 
During early FY07, CENIC established a second path from NPS to the CalREN backbone node in Soledad 
on an enhanced GigaMAN circuit leased from AT&T; installation of additional fiber-optic cable and 
engineering of circuits to replace the GigaMAN link and increase bandwidth to a full Gigabit each for both 
DC and HPR links continued until June. CalREN DC link failover capability was provided by CSUMB via 
the Monterey I-Net fiber.  
 
By June, CSUMB and Monterey County had completed installation of the new fiber-optic cable and CENIC 
had established a presence in the county’s IT operations center in Salinas. In mid-June, NPS switched its 
CalREN connections from the leased AT&T line to Monterey County Ed-Net fiber. With the establishment 
of a Memorandum of Understanding between NPS and the county, NPS was able to connect to CENIC’s 
CalREN point-of-presence at the county IT operations center in Salinas with a full Gigabit of bandwidth for 
both the DC and HPR networks. 
 
CENIC has completed planning and procurement to upgrade the Digital California (DC) network backbone 
speed from 2.5 to 10 Gigabits per second.  Configuration, installation, and activation of the new backbone 
routers and switches are expected to begin this calendar year. Design for the high-performance research 
(HPR) network upgrade from 10 to 40 Gigabits per second has been completed and presented for approval 
and funding. ITACS participated in planning for both network upgrades and ensured that NPS circuit 
requirements were included from the beginning of both planning efforts. NPS connections to state, national, 
and international high-performance networks are assured the ability to increase bandwidth in step with our 
growing requirements and advances in network capabilities. 
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DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN (DRP)  
Tasked to develop a plan that will ensure the availability of ITACS’ critical services in the event of a severe 
disruption to normal operations, a Disaster Recovery Planning Team was formed in FY07, which worked to 
identify, collect, and organize information and tools for disaster recovery planning and documentation. The 
overall objectives of the ITACS Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) were to protect resources and employees, to 
safeguard vital records, and to ensure that ITACS can provide service in the event of a severe disruption to 
normal operations. The team outlined its process, which was to identify and to establish a level of criticality 
for key applications and servers; to gather or draft documentation to recover those applications and servers in 
the event of an outage; to define critical infrastructure areas; to review back-up and storage procedures; and 
to develop a test plan.    
 
A copy of ITACS’ Disaster Recovery Plan was distributed to the IT Task Force members at their July 13 
meeting. The scope of the plan incorporates infrastructure, environment and network connectivity and 
includes definitions of disasters, a list of key applications of servers, data and communications information, 
standards for recovery times, Standard Operating Procedures, and testing, training and maintenance of the 
plan. Wireless, considered a non-critical area of recovery at this time, was not included in the plan. The Plan 
is available to the public, but, due to their sensitive nature, Standard Operating Procedures are compiled in 
binders that are stored in the Data Center. The Disaster Recovery Plan is intended to be a “living” document 
that will change over time.   
 
Recommendations made by the team include refraining from any purchases at this time because the existing 
Tivoli Data Management System will suffice, investigating solutions to off-site storage, and supporting a 
campus-wide solution to communicating with faculty, staff and students in an emergency situation.  
 
The Disaster Recovery Planning team is slated to meet quarterly to review and to make any necessary 
changes to the plan. The importance of establishing a campus-wide DRP into which the ITACS DRP can be 
incorporated was emphasized, particularly because if ITACS’ systems fail, normal methods of campus-wide 
communication — telephones, email, etc. — will not be operational and commands and procedures must be 
in place institutionally, not just for recovering from, but also during a disaster. 
 
THE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH NETWORK INITIATIVE 
Phase III, the final stage of the migration of the entire user community to the ERN — which has a total data 
storage capacity of 18 terabytes but is scalable to a much higher capacity — was completed in FY07.  The 
ITACS staff completed the hardware-level move of computers, printers, scanners and all application servers, 
to the ERN, a significant accomplishment since the transition involved both the hardware and server 
operating system which operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, extensive coordination between the TAC 
and the Network Operations Center, and site visits by TAC staff of 30-90 minutes for every user on campus.   
 
A major element of the ERN is the high-speed (up to 1Gbps) connection to the Internet, which was made 
possible by membership in the CENIC, initially funded by a research grant. Connectivity to CENIC provides 
a redundant communication path that significantly expands the research and educational opportunities for 
NPS faculty and students. 
 
ERN: CITRIX FARM REBUILD  
The CITRIX farm was completely rebuilt for deployment on the ERN. ITACS Server Management rebuilt 6 
machines on the ERN domain to support DORS, the credit card accounting system PARIS, Python, Student 
Check-in, OPNET Modeler V12, STK8 and Matlab remote access. The farm was built using the best 
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practices method for access and security with web front ends in the ERN DMZ and server applications 
located within the NPS internal network. The equipment used for the rebuild consisted of recycled servers 
that were no longer needed on the NPGS domain.  
 
IBM TIVOLI STORAGE MANAGEMENT  
An IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM), a 50-terabyte storage system 
that costs one-third of a traditional SAN system, was deployed on the faculty and staff Storage Area Network 
(SAN). Stored files are noted on the user’s H Drive by a black icon on the lower left-hand corner of 
documents. Files are archived to the system at 120 day intervals.  
 
MONTEREY PENINSULA DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE NET (MP DOD-NET) 
The procurement and installation of additional coarse wave division multiplexing (CWDM) equipment was 
completed in FY07. Eight wavelengths are now available at each Monterey Peninsula Department of 
Defense (MP DoD-Net) node. The increased capabilities make proof-of-concept tests between any two or 
even all of the nodes possible without impact to ongoing operations. A relaxed wavelength allocation process 
was adopted by consensus agreement. An unused wavelength may be claimed to support a test or special 
project lasting not more than six months via an email to the MP DoD-Net distribution list stating the 
wavelength to be used, start and stop dates, and test or project purpose. Wavelength allocations longer than 
six months are considered permanent and require consensus approval of the MP DoD-Net Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC). The 10 GigE capable wavelength (1530 nm) will not be allocated other than for 
testing or implementation of a 10 GigE circuit serving MP DoD-Net m 
 
A test of disaster recovery across MP DoD-Net infrastructure was sponsored by Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL) and conducted between the Fleet Numerical Oceanography and Meteorology (FNMOC)/NRL and 
NPS nodes. Over 300 terabytes of data were transferred across MP DoD-Net during the test. The test 
demonstrated that it is practical to move data off site for storage using either fiber channel or iSCSI 
architectures. Development of next steps is pending discussion at the first TAC meeting in FY08. 
 
IPv6 training for MP DoD-Net members was conducted at NPS.  Two separate three-day sessions were 
conducted to allow for maximum participation and continuing operations. 
 
The fiber optic cable infrastructure suffered two catastrophic failures during the year. The first occurred 
because of an act of vandalism: the fiber cable from the Access Monterey Peninsula studios to Ord Military 
Community (OMC) was deliberately cut in late July. Both Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) and 
OMC were isolated from the network for more than 24 hours while the cable was repaired. Another cable cut 
between the NPS Annex and FNMOC/NRL was experienced in late September. Repair of this cut required 
more than 48 hours. Lack of repair parts in the area and authority to commit funds in the amount required for 
the repairs added to the delay. 
 
A list of parts required to establish a 10 Gigabit Ethernet network on the MP DoD-Net infrastructure was 
distributed at the TAC meeting. Parts include a Catalyst 6506-E six slot chassis, a Supervisor 720, a 128MB 
Compact flash memory, 512 MB DRAM, 300W AC power supply, 4 port 10 GigE Module (req. 
XENPAKS), Chassis Fan Tray, and a DWDM-XENPAK-30.xx, at a total estimated cost per site of 
$70,626.50. 
 
NETWORK SECURITY POSTURE 
On any given day in FY07, NPS networks contained approximately 2,400 systems consisting of servers, 
workstations, and laptop computers.  Over the course of the year, Symantec Antivirus prevented 996 of these 
machines from becoming infected with malicious code. There were 81 systems infected with malicious code.    
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The ITACS antivirus team was able to remove the malicious code from the infected machines. The most 
frequently used attack vectors continue to be via web browser and e-mail.   
 
NPS security posture continues to be a defense-in-depth strategy. Protection of NPS computing resources 
does not consist solely of antivirus clients on workstations, servers and laptops; rather, NPS avoided virus 
infections due to combined security provided by Barracuda Spamguard, IDS systems, firewall rules, 
Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) and LanDesk patching.   
 
In FY07, Barracuda Spamguard helped with this effort by blocking almost 60,000 emails containing viruses, 
and over 9 million emails containing Spam. IDS systems and firewall log analysis helped to identify at-risk 
systems, and WSUS and LanDesk were critical to keeping systems up-to-date with security patches to reduce 
the risk that security vulnerabilities could be exploited. 
 
NPS received 130 alerts, bulletins, technical advisories and tasking orders from Navy Netwarcom in FY07.  
Despite having 6 billets withheld, NPS was able to report full compliancy with each of the tasks requested; 
however, many of these tasks required the full attention of ITACS which required a shift of focus from other 
high-priority tasks. 
 
NEXT GENERATION NETWORK UPGRADE 
In March, the IT Task Force endorsed Campus Area Network Life Cycle Replacement Request for Proposals, 
a document that contains procurement-sensitive information in support of a network upgrade. The 
procurement, for dual-path backbone fiber and 10+gig capable electronics only, will provide adequate 
multimode and limited single mode fiber optic cable and twisted pair copper cable covering over 10 miles of 
conduit in the ground, and includes over 100 access points, over 6,000 wall jacks, jack-to-jack coverage 
throughout the campus, and useable conduits in every academic building. Two 48-strand pipes running to 
Ingersoll Hall and to Hermann Hall will provide the hardware needed to support IPv6, upgrade the Internet to 
10 Gigs, provide three sites in every building, increase phone capabilities by 25%, and by centrally managing 
the asset, will allow the Network Operations Center to resolve problems without going into the field. 
Reasons noted for the upgrade are to enhance the security, reliability and service of the network, to allow for 
growth, to prepare for changes in technology and to stay competitive with peer institutions. Currently, no 
building has sufficient single mode fiber optic cable to support emergent technologies, no diverse paths to 
the network core or IPv6 hardware capabilities or power over Ethernet to support VoIP, and little support for 
ad hoc research networks. Allocation of additional bandwidth would require installation of inter-building 
fiber.  
 
The basis for the Next Generation Network infrastructure plan is to eliminate single points of failure by 
providing diverse paths for each academic building; to support ad hoc research networks by providing 
academic buildings a connection to the network core and the ability to connect with any other academic 
building, and to support emerging technologies and diverse mode, high-speed data, voice and video 
transmissions. The network requires an upgrade due to increasing demands through video applications, 
research and collaboration, web-delivered services, wireless and distributed learning students; the continued 
growth of the network, which quadrupled in the last three years; and the support issues created by using 
dissimilar equipment, including the lack of patches and upgrade. 
 
Implementation of the plan will begin approximately 60 days after FISC responds, which is expected to be in 
FY08. NAVFAC will be responsible for handling the fiber install portion; FISC will handle the electronics.  
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SECURE SOCKET LAYER VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK (SSLVPN) CLUSTER 
Another secure socket layer virtual private network (SSLVPN) device was brought online to add to the 
present SSLVPN and configured as a cluster to provide load balancing and failover. With the cluster, the 
SSLVPN npsbart.nps.edu can provide 2000 licensed remote connections. The SSLVPN will provide remote 
access using ERN domain authentication to Python, Python Student Opinion Forms, Student Check-in, 
intranet.nps.edu web page, and Energy Management System (EMS) for NMCI clients in Public Works.  
 
WIRELESS  
The wireless implementation project on the campus, which was completed in two phases, incorporates 
outdoor antennae and access points provided by Mesh Dynamics. The modular solution deploys slide-
out/plug-in points that provide nearly 100% coverage across the campus. On January 29, 2007, the wiring of 
all of the access points was completed, and on February 15, 2007, the wireless system had a firmware patch 
applied in order to become FIPS 140-2 compliant.  
 
Bradford Networks provided the network access control (NAC) appliance, which monitors aspects of 
security by scanning for current anti-virus software, virus definitions, and critical updates for machines that 
remotely access the network.  
 
A three-tiered access system was established: regular users, conference groups and one-day guests. Testing 
in both directions and mapping of the entire campus for signal strength was completed by the end of 
February 2007. Once the maps have been generated by Mesh Dynamics, a copy will be posted on the campus 
website. The Naval Postgraduate School has agreed to do a case study on the project for Mesh Dynamics.  
 
WIRELESS INTRUSION DETECTION: AIRMAGNET 
Wireless access to the Naval Postgraduate School network is closely monitored and scrutinized with the 
Airmagnet Enterprise system.  Airmagnet is a software and hardware solution consisting of the Airmagnet 
Enterprise software package installed on one of the Network Operations Center’s (NOC) servers in Ingersoll 
Hall and 21 hardware sensors spread across the educational buildings around the campus. Airmagnet 
correlates information received from the sensors to show NOC personnel a comprehensive wireless security 
view of all wireless activity on and off the network.  General information gathered from the wireless medium 
includes MAC addresses, SSIDs, WEP, 802.1x, IPSec, relative signal strength, operating channel, and 
protocol usage of Wireless Access Points (WAPs).  Detailed information aggregated by the software detects 
intrusion detection anomalies and security violations such as spoofed MAC addresses, Netstumbler attacks, 
denial of service flood attacks, and new and rogue WAPs. The Airmagnet system is configured with an 
Access Control List of all authorized WAPs on the network. Airmagnet is able to block any malicious WAP 
or wireless station that it detects. In accordance with NPS wireless policy, NOC has programmed Airmagnet 
to recognize and block any WAP not in the ACL. In addition to isolating an offending WAP or wireless 
station from network coverage, Airmagnet is also able to triangulate the position of a malicious device when 
three or more sensors are positioned on a building floor.  Current sensor deployment is designed for campus 
coverage and not triangulation.  As more sensors are integrated into the system, triangulation of rogue 
devices will become a bigger part of wireless network security. 
 
Additional accomplishments of Network Infrastructure for FY07:  
Network Infrastructure: 
1. Finished moving the primary circuits and an alternate path for fail-over capability to the CalREN 
backbone onto the NPS-Monterey County Education Network. 
2. Network Switches, configured for the ERN public network, were installed in both wings of 
Herrmann Hall. 
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Server Management: 
1. Configured the Enterprise SharePoint machines and SANS and turned them over to BSG. 
2. Created a “Sandbox” server network to be used for testing. This server network will have its own 
domain with domain services. Projects planned for testing include: Exchange 2007, Citrix upgrade to 
version 4.5, Windows 2008, VM Server and testing of Windows service packs. 
 
COMMUNICATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS AND OUTREACH 
 
CAMPUS PARTNERSHIPS 
In FY07, ITACS personnel met with: 
• The Faculty Council Executive Committee to report the role of advisory committees in the work of 
administrative support areas like Institutional Advancement, ITACS, and the web project. 
• The Manager of the Distributed Innovation and Learning Lab of OCL, who demonstrated to the IT 
Task Force some of the solutions currently being evaluated to support faculty instruction. 
• ECE faculty to update them on issues related to NMCI, the status of the ERN transition, and the 
upcoming NETWARCOM visit.  
• Deans and Chairs to provide an overview of over 60 sessions attended by ITACS staff at the 
EDUCAUSE Conference. Topics focused on potentially disruptive technologies for university 
environments, media convergence, RFID, and the increasing use of multiple technologies for cell 
phones. 
 
CITY AND COUNTY PARTNERSHIPS 
In FY07, ITACS personnel met with: 
• A regional infrastructure planning group which included the CIO of CSUMB, Monterey County CIO 
and the Assistant City Manager of Monterey to identify priority projects that can be worked 
collaboratively. Of special interest to NPS is connectivity to the Marina airport, where NPS has 
faculty and staff. A separate discussion among this same group concerning a Regional Infrastructure 
Planning initiative and cooperative projects based on common interests also took place.  
• County supervisor and County CIO to discuss regional collaboration regarding homeland security 
and regional infrastructure initiatives, specifically, with regard to possible cooperative proposals to 
support Provost Ferrari’s initiative for a NPS regional emergency preparedness demonstration 
project.  
 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PARTNERSHIPS 
In FY07, ITACS personnel met with:  
• Program representatives from the Office of the Secretary of Defense Regional Information Outreach 
(RIO) sector regarding IT services and server hosting for the RIO Global Center. 
• Two groups from the CNO Strategic Studies Group (SSG) in Information Systems to discuss the 
NPS infrastructure and services as a possible model for other venues. 
• IT leaders from the U.S. Naval Academy and the Naval War College for a two-day conference of the 
Navy Higher Education Information Technology Consortium.  
• The CIO of the Naval War College, and its Information Assurance Manager to discuss the 
requirements for NETWARCOM, the ERN, our .edu domain, and the overall IT environment at NPS 
and how it serves the academic mission. 
• IT representatives from the Defense Language Institute to discuss collaboration on podcasting, tablet 
computers, distance learning and SCS systems. 
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INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS 
In FY07, ITACS personnel met with: 
• CISCO VP and VP of Federal Sales 
• Foundry Networks President and four other Foundry Network executives to discuss next generation 
networks and how to build education/industry partnerships.  
• Microsoft regarding a possible contract which could extend institutional services to our educational 
partners.  
• Cisco Senior Vice President, who was introduced to the quality and breadth of NPS research and to 
provide opportunities for ongoing partnership development. 
• Representatives from Gateway Computers to discuss possible future collaborative projects.  The 
discussion centered on NTIC’s ongoing and future projects and outlined possible ways in which 
Gateway could contribute to those projects.  Gateway demonstrated their latest advances which 
included improved touch technology for their tablet PC line, a new small form factor tablet, and the 
upcoming release of a new all-in-one computer.  
 
UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS 
In FY07, ITACS personnel met with: 
• University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB) leaders to learn about UCSB business practices and 
to explore ways in which ITACS might facilitate collaborative education and research between NPS 
and UCSB.  
• Cal Tech leadership, to discuss the possibility of a high-bandwidth project, which will be greatly 
improved when the NPS network upgrades from its current 1 Gig backbone to 10 Gigs.  
• California State University Sacramento leaders to tour the IT facilities at the university, and to 
evaluate the university’s Distance Learning and Video-Teleconferencing solutions for possible use at 
NPS, and to discuss the NPS IT Strategic Plan and the use of video/television Institutional 
Advancement efforts. 
• CSUMB leadership, to discuss possible opportunities for cooperative initiatives.  
• The Garrison Commander at DLIFLC & Presidio of Monterey to discuss possible collaborations on 
marketing initiatives on behalf of the local DoD community. Of particular interest are publications 
and television programming on the public access channels.  
• Monterey Institute of International Studies (MIIS) Provost and Associate Provost for Planning, to 
discuss NPS-MIIS Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADA). The initial 
program elements include instructional technology, faculty development workshops, and learning 
management systems training.  
• University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Chancellor, Provost and UCSC administrators to discuss 
collaborative initiatives to heighten visibility to higher education and research institutions. 
• Stanford University and the University of California Davis leadership, to tour their facilities and to 
discuss issues related to the development of the IT Strategic Plan. 
 
CONFERENCES/SEMINARS: FY07   
• EDUCAUSE Conference in Dallas, Texas: ITACS team of five attended 
• Supercomputer ‘06 in Tampa, Florida: Dr. Jeff Haferman, High-Performance Computing  
• CENIC Conference La Jolla, California: Mr. Joe LoPiccolo and Mr. Jon Russell presented on 
wireless mesh technology; Mr. Harry Thomas, Mr. Tracy Hammond and Dr. Christine Cermak 
presented on high-definition videoconferencing  
• Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) Conference in San Jose, California: Dr. Man-
Tak Shing and Dr. Christine Cermak presented Video Streaming and Web-based Threaded 
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Discussions.  Mr. Joe LoPiccolo, Mr. Jon Russell and Mr. John Pierson presented “Installing a Mesh 
Wireless Network Infrastructure with Endpoint Compliance Verification”  
• WeTEC Fourth Annual Wireless Community & Mobile User Conference, held at California State 
University Monterey Bay, California: Mr. Joe LoPiccolo and Mr. Jon Russell were the keynote 
presenters 
• International High-Performance Distributed Computing Conference in Monterey, CA: Dr. Jeff 
Haferman, High-Performance Computing 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES DIRECTORY 
 
Christine Cermak 
Executive Director, Information Resources,  
and Chief Information Officer 
Tom Halwachs Chief Technology Officer 
Hank Hankins Director, Operations 
Joe LoPiccolo Director, ACS and NTIC 
Jim Hall Director, Portfolio Management 
Terri Brutzman Director, Technology Services 
Tracy Hammond Director, Instructional Technology 
Chris Abila Manager, Technology Assistance Center 
Bob Gentry Manager, Data Center Operations 
Alan Pires Manager, Business Solutions Group 
Lonna Sherwin Manager, Network Operations Center 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TASK FORCE COMMITTEE 
Louis Algaze Greta Marlatt 
Alex Bordetsky Tom Mastre 
Doug Brinkley Robert McNab 
Terri Brutzman Malcolm Mejia 
Christine Cermak Valerie Moule 
Peter Denning Rudy Panholzer 
Douglas Fouts Jacqueline Pavan 
Jeff Haferman Loren Peitso 
Jim Hall Alan Pires 
Tom Halwachs Jon Reedy 
Tracy Hammond Megan Reilly 
Hank Hankins Jon Russell 
Richard Harkins Judit Sedillos 
Stephen Hurst Lonna Sherwin 
Cullen Jones Jack Shishido 
Jeff Knorr Karen Stewart-Lamaestra 
Robert Koyak Kristen Tsolis 
Patrick Leary Chris Twomey 
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GOALS COMPLETED: FY2007 
    
ACADEMIC APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
; Complete the Learning Object Repository Pilot (Hive) 
; Complete the third annual classroom equipment inventory, including descriptions of the related 
environmental areas that affect instruction 
; Conduct the third annual classroom Lifecycle Management Plan (LMP), linking the plan requirements 
directly to the inventory 
; Develop a project plan for High Performance Computing 
; Develop the next stage of PYTHON – include online Distance Learning (DL) registration and improved 
secure data exchange with other NPS systems 
; Improve HPC infrastructure by: 
1. Upgrading electrical and cooling capacity 
2. Full utilization of the CENIC connection 
3. Improving overall aesthetics of the HPC space 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
; Complete the Xerox Multi-Functional System deployment 
; Conduct an IA and a Privacy Act audit of public data 
; Conduct the annual IA Awareness Training 
; Conduct the annual review of the DoD IA Controls  
; Continue developing Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for TAC assistance calls 
; Develop a knowledge base of solutions within the Remedy system 
; Develop a staff Cross-Training Initiative 
; Evaluate the IA and the Computer Network Defense posture of NPS 
; Evaluate the TAC campus service level agreement for all services 
; Implement SharePoint capabilities campus-wide  
 
 
IT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES 
 
; Assist in the development of POM and PR submissions 
; Develop a streamlined process for contract renewal and tracking of department purchases 
; Finalize standard weekly budget reporting process 
; Implement and test an ITACS Disaster Recovery Plan 
; Update policy inventory 
; Update space inventory records 




; Complete planning and conduct a storage area network test across the MP DoD-Net 
; Complete the Cisco Video Phone evaluation 
; Complete the move of client systems and application servers to the Education and Research Network  
; Complete the build-out to full capacity on all MP DoD-Net nodes 
; Conduct the review of the Minimum Security Checklist on each Network and business application. 
; Implement new Wireless network for campus 
; Implement RAS server access for ERN network 
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; Implement seamless network access for Distance Learning students  
; Increase user file storage  
; Move primary circuits to the CalREN backbones onto the NPS-Monterey County Education Network 
; Negotiate agreements with California State University – Monterey Bay (CSUMB), the California State 
University System, and CENIC for NPS and CSUMB to provide alternate routes to CalREN for each 
other  
; Provide network access in the wings of Herrmann Hall 
; Configure and install the Information Assurance Compliance Appliance (Bradford Networks) 
; Implement file aging migration capability 
; Upgrade to the current level ZOS, ZVM and Linux software on the mainframe 
; Work with Public Works to establish appropriate cabling and electronics in the new Glasgow (P205) 
building 
; Work with Public Works to remove unnecessary cabling and electronics at fire station 
 
COMMUNICATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS AND OUTREACH 
 
; Continue partnerships/outreach activities with City of Monterey, CSUMB, DoD Monterey Peninsula, 
EDUCAUSE, DoN CIO, NETWARCOM, Internet2 and CENIC 
; Create or strengthen partnerships with: 
1.  Calit2 (California Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology) 
2. UC San Diego 
3. UC Irvine 
4. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
5. UC Santa Barbara 
6. Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC) 
7. Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) 
8. High-Performance Modernization Office 
; Expand the existing partnerships with Cisco, Foundry and Sun 
; Strengthen IT collaboration with departments and campus leadership 
Y2008 
GOALS: FY2008 
    
ACADEMIC APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
FY 07 GOALS NOT COMPLETED: EXTENDED TO FY08 
 Complete the first annual Classroom Maintenance Plan 
 Complete the Streaming Portal Phase I 
 Develop capability for automated monitoring of classroom and laboratory computer systems 
 Evaluate the PC Tablet deployment in CEE for use in the LRC and classrooms 
 Evaluate and select a Video Tele-conferencing to the Desktop solution 
 Replace facility media systems, based on the LMP, as resources are available 
 Continue implementation of the Enterprise Web Content Management project. 
 Continue the implementation of the Enterprise Share Point project. 
  
FY08 GOALS  
 Develop High-Performance Computing project plan, including budget for POM10 
 Establish NPS “Grid” and link with University of California Santa Barbara: High-Performance 
Computing 
 Expand IP Videoconferencing 
 Gain traction on visualization initiative: High-Performance Computing 
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 Improve High Performance Computing Center aesthetics  
 Re-establish the High-Performance Computing “core” Advisory Group 
 Promulgate VTE/VTC/AV Coordination policy 
 Upgrade the power in the High-Performance Computing Center and bring up the 128-processor IBMp690 
 Assist the TAC manager with determining the best Service Desk/Self-help system. 
 Hire a student employee to assist with basic Web site maintenance. 
 Begin training Business Solutions Group staff members in Project Management.   
 
ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 
 
FY07 GOALS NOT COMPLETED: EXTENDED TO FY08 
 Evaluate a File Transfer Protocol-like appliance 
 Evaluate an Identity Management appliance 
 Investigate additional hardware encryption options for remote access 
 Investigate and recommend an Email Attachment Storage Solution 
 
FY08 GOALS  
 Elluminate expansion to include podcasting, increase courses, increase faculty involvement.  
 Podcasting Repository Pilot (build a database for storage, access and metadata tagging)  
 Present at two major conferences (Educause and WASC)  
 Pilot SAKAI as a possible enterprise solution for our next learning management system  
 
IT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES 
 
FY07 GOALS NOT COMPLETED: EXTENDED TO FY08 
 Formalize Lifecycle Management Plan:  
 Institutionalize the use of the ITM software for the decision making process 
 
FY08 GOALS  
 Assist in the development of alternative funding requests, including IMET 
 Assist in the development of budget and program review submissions  
 Continue to improve the Disaster Recovery Plan  
 Develop system for approving and tracking training requests  
 Institutionalize the use of the ITM software for asset management  




FY07 GOALS NOT COMPLETED: EXTENDED TO FY08 
 Complete the Certification and Accreditation of unclassified networks, enterprise systems and 
applications 
 Expand Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense Net capability to include classified data delivery – 
Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET) 
 Implement SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) server for expanding VoIP capability 
 Implement Virtual Server Infrastructure 
 Replacement network infrastructure and equipment for 10G and IPV6 capability 
 Submit plans to DISA for transfer of local NIPRNET and SIPRNET circuits from leased lines for review 
and approval 
 Transfer Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center and Presidio of Monterey telephone trunks 
from leased T1 lines onto the MP DoD-Net 
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 Upgrade Intuity Audix voicemail to Modular Messaging  
 Upgrade Definity G3R PBX to Communications Manager PBX 
 
FY08 GOALS  
 Upgrade to Exchange 2007 
 Upgrade SANS to provide more storage capability  
 Implement “spinning” backup for major server services 
 Implement IPv6/v4 dual stack network in a “sandbox” with connectivity with NRL over DoDNet and DREN 
 Implement a manageable wireless network with increased connectivity 
 Implement network access control to wired network 
 Implement CAC authentication for SSL VPN access on CISCO ASA 
 Implement Windows Server 2008 Infrastructure in "sandbox”. 
 Integrate telephones at FNMOC and NRL into our AVAYA system. 
 Upgrade Citrix farm to version 4.5 /64 bit version on new hardware 
 Implement CAC VPN access 
 
COMMUNICATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS AND OUTREACH 
 
FY07 GOALS NOT COMPLETED: EXTENDED TO FY08 
 Finalize the Higher Educational IT Consortium with the Naval Academy and Naval War College and 
incorporate within the Navy Educational Enterprise  
 Participate in implementing the Regional International Outreach program 
 
FY08 GOALS  
 Create or strengthen partnerships with City of Monterey, CSUMB, DoD Monterey Peninsula, 
EDUCAUSE, DoN CIO, NETWARCOM, Internet2 and CENIC 
 Create or strengthen partnerships with industry 
 Create or strengthen partnerships peer institutions 
 Create or strengthen partnerships with departments and campus leadership 
 Finalize the Navy Higher Education IT Consortium with the Naval Academy and Naval War College and 
incorporate within the Navy Educational Enterprise  
 Participate in implementing the Regional International Outreach program 
 
 
 
 
 
 
